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NewNode - Messaging under any conditions.

NewNode is the messenger that keeps working during internet outages, 
natural disasters, andgovernment blocks. When you use the app, you plug into 
a network of peers that can pass yourmessage along to its destination when 
normal delivery options aren’t available. NewNode isend-to-end encrypted, 
and allows for total user anonymity.

NewNode VPN - Limitless internet access.

NewNode VPN also relies on the NewNode peer-to-peer protocol. It allows 
users to retrieve orsend content even when internet access is unreliable — for 
example, reaching a censoredwebsite. NewNode VPN evades censorship by 
creating a new path for content delivery throughother users’ mobile phones, 
which may have better access. Because it finds new, unpredictablepaths every 
time a user retrieves or sends content, NewNode VPN makes it almost 
impossibleto track users’ online activities. NewNode VPN is encrypted to 
protect users’ identities.

NewNode Kit - Expand your app's reach.

NewNode Kit is an SDK that gives app developers the power to provide a 
reliable connectionbetween the app and the server. If an app can’t get data 
directly from the server, the NewNodeprotocol seeks alternative paths by 
making dynamic HTTP Proxy Requests using the NewNodepeer-to-peer 
protocol. The NewNode Kit is available to anyone developing iOS or Android 
appsas an open-source library.

The NewNode Team

NewNode’s core team has worked together to fight internet censorship for many 
years. Before starting the NewNode project, Stas Shalunov (NewNode Founder) 
worked with other current NewNode team members to create Firechat, which 
made international news for its wide usage as an anti-censorship tool used by 
millions during the Hong Kong protests of 2014. Stas has made significant 
contributions to the internet, serving as Director of Engineering and BitTorrent 
and inventing LEDBAT, a congestion control protocol that transports up to 20% of 
total internet traffic.
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